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What would you like to do if money were no object? 
How would you really enjoy spending your life?

How would you like to be remembered 100 years from now?

What’s the greatest piece of advice you have ever 
received?

List three of your favorite brands; explain what makes 
them appealing to you.

Describe how you feel “sport” positively impacts 
people’s lives.

What is the most effective ad (print or tv) that you have 
ever seen? Explain why you feel the ad was so effective.

This question relates to my decision to pursue graphic design at Colorado State University.  
If money were no object, I would continue to create.  Whether it be drawing, painting, building, molding, 
or graphics, I would always use art as my outlet and as a way to connect to others in an extraordinary way. 

I would like to be remembered as a quality person who made a difference in a positive way.  I feel I have 
already started to in�uence many lives in a positive manner through my artwork, community, coaching, 
and with my family and friends.  My goal is to continue striving to make that impact on the lives of others. 

The greatest piece of advice I’ve ever received was from my father. “Keep your head down, be yourself, 
and keep working.”  Although it is on the cliché side of things, it meant a lot to me as my father always 
embodied the countless advice he has given me. From struggling in sports to �nding a job he has always 
been there to help me throughout.

My three favorite brands are Jordan, Shady Records, and quite honestly, the Oakland Raiders.  Visually, 
all three bands share a unique use of typography, use of contrast, and iconic long-standing logos.  As a 
boy, Jordan represented achieving the impossible.  The Raiders own a mystique which no other sports 
team has- They are the original, intimidating team.  It’s so simple, but so effective, and the Raiders are 
the most fun team to root for to this day (even with recent struggles).  The Raiders also revolutionized 
sports and pop culture by using black as a main color, and other teams followed (Colorado Rockies, 
Chicago White Sox, Los Angeles Kings, etc.)  Shady Records is less prominent, but still maintains great 
use of original illustration and typography which keeps my need to buy the hard copy album alive.

I know �rst hand how “sport” positively impacts lives from my experience as a fan, a player, and as a 
coach.  Through “sport” people are given a vehicle to achieve as individuals and as a team while learning 
how to work towards a goal.  With its mass appeal in America particularly, “sport” more so than just 
sports, is the American dream of becoming what you want to be.  In many children’s lives, it is the �rst 
microcosm of what life is- working towards something you want to achieve.

The most effective ad I have ever seen was a poster by the American Heart Association.  There were no 
words or scenes set, but just one image of an iconic red box resembling the McDonald’s fry container.  
Instead of fresh golden french fries, the red box contained gold ri�e bullets.  Signifying the danger junk 
food is to your heart by subtly changing an iconic image both makes the viewer look twice then think 
twice, thus making the ad extremely effective.


